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Contemporary Civilization 

Over the past few decades, there has been a growth in technology that has increased the 

usage of social media platforms all over the world. Platforms like Facebook, Twitter, YouTube 

have become avenues where people can easily share information and feelings to the outside 

world. Programs like The Tumblr have been essential platforms where people have come to 

articulate the grievances and as well as engage in activism aimed at promoting equality in the 

current generation. The article, “'Who Needs Feminism?' New Tumblr Promotes Gender 

Equality” talks of a radical online platform that was used by students of Duke University to 

campaign for the need for feminism and gender-egalitarian discussion on social media. 

The campaign took over social media, with most of the students posting posters with 

feminist information circulating and being accessed by people all over the world. The campaign 

was joine4d by various students from all other universities storming information from all over 

with the main aim of challenging the existing ideologies and stereotypes about feminism. The 

young people engaging in the campaign came from different identities, with all of them have 

varied backgrounds and from different social groups and networks ("From Tumblr to the campus 

wars: creating scarcity in an online economy of virtue", n.d.). They, however, had been united by 

course to articulate the grievances that were not necessarily affecting them but affecting people 

within the society. With the unity of action, Tumblr was joined by people from different cities 

joining the group, liking their social media page, and supporting their campaign (PETRONZIO, 

2012). Some messages to congratulate them came from alumni who were happy with the 

program that had been initiated by the students to engage in activism and defend the minorities in 

the societies. 
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Tumblr represents a radical movement that came up against the mainstream culture by 

campaigning against usual rhetoric within the society. The platform became an example of 

identity politics that was aimed at changing the stereotypes that existed about feminism, thus 

enhancing the acceptability of the rhetoric within the culture. It mainly pushed for fringe ideas 

that were not normal of society to the mainstream, with the main view bringing equality and 

enhancing justice within the population ("From Tumblr to the campus wars: creating scarcity in 

an online economy of virtue", n.d.). The network platform is one of the examples of the groups 

within social media that take to the opposing views by trying to create reason and ensure that 

there is continued creation of awareness of the public of the need for feminism within the 

society.  

It is typically an example of the occurrences of the aftermath of the Trump elections, 

where we had opposing views from different sides that were pushing for different social theories 

within the society. Even though one socialistic theory had won, the socialists sharply engaged 

with the capitalist trying to prove the reason of why they think their ideology is better placed 

than the other. The primary campaign was aimed at enhancing diversity within the society by 

making them understand that people are entitled to their own opinions safe for the conflicting 

ideologies that are popularly known in the community (Identity Crisis, n.d). It sought the 

recognition of different identities that were also entitled to representative diversity. The Tumblr 

is a unique representation of the Butlers theory, which mainly points to the fact that a woman is 

not just born but is made by cultivated bodily acts that then create a unique appearance of whom 

a woman is in the society. 

The Tumblr is a representative of identity politics where a group of people within the 

society to try to prioritize and fight for their concerns particular to their cultural identity or sexual 
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identity, unlike the preexisting traditional narratives that have been accepted in the society. The 

act of women coming up in the company of those who support feminism to defend and fight for 

their representation within the mainstream culture is what best defines identity politics (Identity 

Crisis, n.d). It is also as effective since it does not fight for ending another person’s or group of 

people’s oppression. Tumblr tried to prove that the females in the society have a right just like 

any other, thus the need to come up to defend their place within the society (PETRONZIO, 

2012).  The fact that it engaged people on explicitly articulating feminist ideologies and the 

issues that affect feminists. 

Conclusively, The Tumblr explores an occurrence that accurately defines the Butlers 

theory, which reveals that women are not just born but are brought to existence by extensive 

bodily acts. Therefore, there is a need to defend their rights and image within the society as 

opposed to the existing traditional cultures that affect their worth within society. The article tries 

to push for the political identity of feminists within the community and the need for 

representative diversity within the society. The use of radical campaigns in online platforms 

where a majority of people can be accessed is vital in trying to inculcate the new ideology in the 

traditional and existing mindset and as well try to do away with the existing untruths about 

feminism. Generally, the article by the use of identity politics tried to foster feminism, as 

explained by the Butlers theory. 
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